Effects of task dynamics on coordination of the hand muscles and their adaptation to targeted muscle assistance.
Dynamic characteristics of a manual task can affect the control of hand muscles due to the difference in biomechanical/physiological characteristics of the muscles and sensory afferents in the hand. We aimed to examine the effects of task dynamics on the coordination of hand muscles, and on the motor adaptation to external assistance. Twenty-four healthy subjects performed one of the two types of a finger extension task, isometric dorsal fingertip force production (static) or isokinetic finger extension (dynamic). Subjects performed the tasks voluntarily without assistance, or with a biomimetic exotendon providing targeted assistance to their extrinsic muscles. In unassisted conditions, significant between-task differences were found in the coordination of the extrinsic and intrinsic hand muscles, while the extrinsic muscle activities were similar between the tasks. Under assistance, while the muscle coordination remained relatively unaffected during the dynamic task, significant changes in the coordination between the extrinsic and intrinsic muscles were observed during the static task. Intermuscular coherence values generally decreased during the static task under assistance, but increased during the dynamic task (all p-values < 0.01). Additionally, a significant change in the task dynamics was induced by assistance only during static task. Our study showed that task type significantly affect coordination between the extrinsic and intrinsic hand muscles. During the static task, a lack of sensory information from musculotendons and joint receptors (more sensitive to changes in length/force) is postulated to have resulted in a neural decoupling between muscles and a consequent isolated modulation of the intrinsic muscle activity.